HOSPITALITY

FINE BED LINEN

MATSUSHITA GREATWALL CORPORATION

Available in high thread counts and a range of premium
fabrics — tencel, silk, Egyptian cotton, jacquard, percale,
and more — our bed linen collection is fully customisable
for your property’s needs.

ALTERNATIVE BEDDING OPTIONS

Upright
Rollaway Beds
Made with a solid wooden headboard and
baseboard fitted with a posturised mattress.
Heavy-duty castors facilitate easy movement.

Foldable
Baby Cots
Create a family-friendly experience with safe
sleeping solutions for babies and children.

Foldable
Rollaway Beds
An ideal space-saving solution made with a
metal base and fitted with a posturised spring
mattress. Includes heavy-duty castors for easy
movement and lock straps to secure the mattress.

Pull-out
Sofa Beds
Handcrafted for smaller spaces to provide the
comfort of standard seating with the benefit of
additional sleeping space. Sofa beds can be
tailored in an extensive range of upholstery
options and sizes.

With a team of experienced craftsmen, strict quality control, a dedicated service team, and the
ability to deliver orders with a short lead time, the Matsushita Group works closely with leading
hospitality providers around the world to customise products for their guests. Our products are
compliant with standard tests of safety, quality and durability.

-

OUR PORTFOLIO OF
INTERNATIONAL LINES

King Koil, Dorma, Stylemaster, and Silentnight — affords
clients the flexibility of full-suite customisation options,
including, but not limited to, sizing, material, and colour.

BEDDING
ACCESSORIES MENU
Developed

for

exceptional

comfort

and

Microgel ®
A superior, hypoallergenic alternative for guests with
feather allergies. A King Koil original made in Korea.

support,

Foss Flakes ®

bedding accessories are essential to a luxurious sleep

A Denmark-made original by King Koil. Hypoallergenic

experience. Provide the best for your guests with our fine

and washable, foss flakes products continue to maintain

selection.

their loft even after multiple washes.

Premium White Goose Down and
Feather
Distinctively

lightweight

with

temperature-regulating

properties, premium white goose down and feather is
100% natural and considered the best quality goose
down available.

Smart Bedding
This NASA-formulated memory foam conforms to the
contours of the body to provide optimal support and
pressure relief.

MADE-TO-ORDER MATTRESSES

Natural Latex
Natural Latex is an eco-friendly, breathable alternative
that is 100% natural, and offers optimal support and

Our international mattress lines are the preferred choice of leading hoteliers worldwide. Crafted for an indulgent,

pressure relief.

unforgettable sleep experience, our comprehensive collection of mattresses will please even the most discerning guests.

Protect-A-Bed™

Choose from readily prepared specifications or work with our dedicated team to customise mattresses to meet your
needs.

A collection of waterproof and anti-bedbug protectors
designed to ensure your guests sleep soundly and

Whether you seek a super soft mattress with deep

peacefully.

viscous memory foam, a firm chiropractic mattress
with 100% natural latex, or even customised divans
to complete the look, we are committed to creating

MADE-TO-ORDER SOFAS

the ultimate hotel experience for your guests.
Our sofa collection is handcrafted in Singapore using solid hardwood frames, spring coils, and high-density foams
and fillings. Paying as much attention to style as we do quality, we offer a wide range of sofa designs — from
streamlined, contemporary units to convertible ones — in over 100 upholstery options, including fabric, synthetic
leather, and genuine cow leather. Understanding the durability and easy maintenance required of hospitality
providers, most of our sofas are designed with removable coverings for easy cleaning and replacement.
Bespoke options and complementary furniture are also available.

